
Gudauri
With a lot of new snow expected, moderate to strong SE 
winds, and an already weak snowpack, there will be 
dangerous avalanche conditions over the next 2 - 3 days. 
Stay at home and watch the snow fall - it usually takes 
around 48 hours for storm snow and wind slabs to stabilise.

Forecast issued at: 5-Feb-2023 19:00
Forecast valid until: 7-Feb-2023 19:00

This is a trial avalanche forecasting service run by non-professional volunteers from 
Gudauri, supported remotely by experienced avalanche forecasters. The information 
presented here may sometimes be incomplete or inaccurate - do not rely only on this 
forecast in your safety decisions. 

Forecaster: Manu Greer

Forecast Area ©Seznam.cz 2023

4   High
High Alpine Very dangerous avalanche conditions. Travel in 

avalanche terrain not recommended.> 2600m

4   High
Alpine Very dangerous avalanche conditions. Travel in 

avalanche terrain not recommended.2000m - 2600m

3   Considerable
Sub Alpine Dangerous avalanche conditions. Careful snowpack 

evaluation, cautious route-finding and conservative 
decision-making essential.

< 2000m

Problem 1 - Storm Slab
One or more layers of recent storm snow that have consolidated into a slab 
above a weak layer.

Up to 80 cm of new storm snow could avalanche naturally during the storm, 
or be triggered easily by a skier/ boarder on slopes over 30 degrees. 
Changes in wind and temperature during the storm could create weaknesses 
within the storm snow. Areas lee to the SE winds will be deeper and more 
reactive. Avalanches could step down to the weak layer and produce larger 
sizes.

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Likely 2 All day Deteriorating

Problem 2 - Persistent Slab
A slab formed over a persistent weak layer.

Weak snow layers exist in the lower snowpack, in areas where there was 
snow before Jan 31st. These are reactive to the weight of one person, and a 
collapse could travel through the snow and set off avalanches above you.

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Possible 3 All day No change

Problem 3 - Wind Slab

A cohesive layer of snow (a slab) formed by the wind drifted snow. 
New windslabs will develop in areas sheltered from the SE winds. Keep in 
mind that old slabs could still be found in areas previously loaded by NW 
winds on Feb 2nd, but these are harder to trigger. Watch out for areas 
around ridges where the snow feels hollow, punchy or stiff. Avalanches could 
step down to the weak layer and produce larger sizes.

Likelihood Avalanche Size Time of Day Trend
Likely 2 All day Deteriorating

Recent/Relevant Observations
Widespread 'whumphing' and cracking observed around the ski resort last 3 days, 2200 - 
3000m, all aspects except due south (anywhere previous snow existed before Jan 31st). A 
couple of small (size 1) avalanches were seen at 3000m, SE aspect, and 1900m, E aspect - 
these probably released on Feb 2nd. The snowpack is still very shallow, and has a layer of 
recent snow up to 40cm, above 15 - 30cm of weak (facet) layers. In some areas (S, SE and 
E aspects) there is also a firm windslab layer, up to 40cm thick.

Changes in conditions since previous forecast
Light snow all day today, around 4 cm. Little change in conditions.

Weather Forecast
Snow through Monday and Tuesday morning, 40 - 80 cm possible. Moderate to strong SE 
winds at 3000 m. Cool temps through the period, with FL rising to about 1400 m Tuesday 
morning for a time.


